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Nobles of the Mystic Shrine (March)
John Phillip Sousa
Edited by Frederick Fennell
Publisher: Alfred Publishing
Grade4
Duration: 3:25

Unit 1: Composer

John Phillip Sousa was born Nov. 6, 1854 in Washington, D.C. His father, Antonio was
a musician in the Marine Band stationed in capital. Young Sousa went to grammar school in
\Vashington and a private conservatory of music, studying piano and his favorite instrument, the
violin. When his was a teenager, his father enrolled him in the Marine Band where he would
stay until he was 20.
After being discharged, Sousa spent time as a performer and travelled, settling in
Philadelphia, where he found work for a publishing house as a composer, arranger, and
proofreader. During this time, he wrote music for Our Flirtation, an operetta. While touring
with the operetta, he was offered leadership of the Marine Band, which he accepted.
John Phillip Sousa became Marine Band's 17· Band Leader. This was Sousa's first
experience conducting a military band, but under his leadership, the band's reputation began to
spread and bring in a wide audience to concerts. The Marine Band made its first phonograph
recordings while under Sousa. He also served as band leader under 5 U.S. Presidents. John
Philip Sousa died on March 6, 1932, at Reading, PA and was buried in the Congressional
Cemetery in Washington, D.C:

'"John Phillip Sousa." United States Marine Corps. accessed February 3. 2019.
httpsJ/www.marineband.marines.mil/About/Our-History/John-Philip-Sousa.
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Unit 2: Composition
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine was published in 1923. This concert-oriented march was written in

honor of Sousa's membership in the Ancient Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
(The Shriners), Almas Temple, which he joined in 1922.' Sousa introduced his new march
during their international meeting, which was held in Washington, D.C. in June of !923. While
at Griffith Stadium, all of the Shrine Bands assembled into one massive unit on the grounds and
formed the largest band Sousa had ever conducted in his life, 6,200 Shrine band members. On
an elevated, festively decorated platform located on the field, Sousa appeared on the field to
thunderous applause, wearing a trim navy-blue uniform and his red Almas Shrine Fez. Around
10:00 AM, Sousa lifted his baton and thousands of Shriners played and heard the Nobles of the
A1ystic Shrine March for the very first time. The Shriners listening went wild with enthusiasm

and loved the new march.• The march includes a standard concert band instrumentation
including an optional part for Harp.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

This march is very unique for a few reasons. It is a march geared towards a concert hall
instead of a physical march, it includes a part for the harp, and opens in a minor key as opposed
to the customary major key. According to program notes by Harris, contemporary versions of
the "Janissary Band" (Turkish royal bodyguards) are a vital part of colorful Shrine marching
units, and this march was intended to recreate the musical style of this Turkish music.'

'Timothy \V Foley. March, "Nobles of the Mystic Shrine" Program Notes. Live in Concert: "The President's Own"
United States Marine Band. Altissimo USMBCD 15, 2011.
'Patrick W. Dugan, "The Nobles of the Mystic Shrine Bands". School, Band, and Orchestra. Accessed April 9,
2019.
http://sbomagazine.com/current-issuei6294-the-nobles-of-the-mystic-shrine-bands.html
'Edward Hanis, "Nobles of the Mystic Shrine," Accessed February 3, 2019.
https://www.windrep.org/Nobles_of_the_Mystic_Shrine.
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Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The "Jingling Johnny" or Turkish Crescent (a marching instrument with a pole hung with
jingling bells), triangle, tambourine, and a heavy bass drum are highlighted with sudden
fortissimo entries in the first section.' It is an optional addition to have a Crescent but not
necessary as the parts are covered by triangle and tambourine.

1
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Style is essential to an effective performance of any Sousa march and Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine is no exception. Most notes should be played lightly and with separation as per the

style of a march. Marked notes, like staccato, indicate that a pitch should be separated and
distinguishable from other notes. Accented notes are critical to the character of a march and
should be played full value and stronger than the marked dynamic. Notes immediately before or
after accents should be played slightly lighter in order to highlight the contrast that the accent
provides. Accents on off-beats, such as the syncopated figure in m. 32 generate rhythmic interest
and should stand out against accompanying rhythms.
The percussion section also plays a vital role in achieving the correct style for a Sousa
march. The bass drum should be played with a tone that blends with the sound of the band, has a
staccato to pull the sound out of the drum, and accents that contrast the normal stroke by ringing
through to the next beat. Crash cymbals should work in tandem with the bass drum. Depending
on the venue, drum rolls may be played open or closed at the director's discretion.

'Edward Hanis, "Nobles of the Mystic Shrine."
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Unit 6: Musical Elements

Melody
The same compositional materials (melodic phrasing, harmonies, hannonic interjections,
overall structure) used in this piece are similar to that of most other Sousa marches. It is unique
in being one of the only marches to open in a minor key. Sousa makes use of extensive
chromaticism throughout the multiple melodies. In the first section, the chromaticism is heard in
measure 13, with a downward motion into last measures of the phrase. It is seen again in the
second section near the end in measures 33-34 but with upward motion. In the trio section, the
melody of the trio contains chromatic upward motion consistently.

Hannony
Though it is important to consider the melodic applications of the march, it is imperative
stress the harmonic features of this music, including the offbeat hits and the moving chordal
harmonies. Like most Sousa marches, the on/off-beat ostinato is present, but other forms of
hannonic motion are present. For example, a hannonic line appears at measures 53-54 and l Ol!02 of the Trio section, an ascending Db major scale, which leads into the repeat of the melodic
line.

Rhythm
All rhythms in the piece are built upon a driving, half-note pulse that provides a steady
beat like most marches. The rhythmic accompaniment that is common in Sousa marches is
prevalent in the offbeat notes that exist throughout the majority of the piece. Syncopated
rhythms provide additional rhythmic significance by offsetting the downbeat and making the
eventual return to the original driving beat. For example, in the second strain at measure 22,
there are 7 different rhythmic actions, including the percussion. The first is the main melody in
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the Clarinet I/Alto Saxophone/Cornet lffrombone I & 2/Baritone parts. The answer this, the
Clarinet 2 & 3 and Alto Clarinet parts have a syncopated qnarter-half-quarter on the downbeat
which eventually joins the main melody and is also felt in Snare Drnm. The downbeat rhythm is
in the Low Clarinets/Baritone Saxophone/Trombone 3/Tuba/Harp Bass Clef (with Bass Drum),
while the upbeats are in the Cornet 2 & 3/Horns. The Flutes/Oboes/Bassoons have a driving
chords starting on the upbeat of 1 with 3 consecutive staccato quarters. The final part is the
Piccolo which has slash-grace notes on the upbeats leading to a two-measure trill.

Timbre
This particular edition is written with a diverse ensemble in mind, such as the Eastman
Wind Ensemble, with many parts doubling the melodies and harmonies. The overall timbre
includes dynamics ranging from mezzo-frnte to fortissimo. The mood of the first strains suggest
a dark and enigmatic nature, flipping between dynamic contrast of the call and response section.
This mood diminishes by the end of the second strain and gives way to a more jovial feeling
during the trio section.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure
SECTION

MEASURES

Introduction

1-4

Statement I

4-21

Statement 2

21 -38

Statement 3
(Trio
Section)

38-70

Statement 4

70-86

Reprise of
Statement
3*

86- 120

SCORING/EVEN!

Key: Bb minor- opens in F (as a V)
Meter: 2/2
Dynamic - fortissimo
Mostly in unison - changes in meas. 2 into 3
Dynamics - switch between mezzo-forte and fortissimo
Melody features offbeats and dramatic dynamic
changes. Flips between Low Instruments and High
Instruments
Full statement is made up of 4 four-bar phrases
"Jingling Johnnie" sections (fortissimo)
Repeats to meas. 4
Key change: Db Major
Dynamic - fortissimo
Melody - Clarinet I/Alto Saxffenor Sax/Cornet
lffrombone I/Baritone
Harp - alternatin_g beat chords with glissando
Key Change: Gb Major (flat added, normal element of
Sousa march)
Dynamic - mezzo-forte
Melody - Piccolo/Flutes/Oboe/High Clarinets/Alto
Saxffenor Sax/Cornet I/ /Baritone
Meas. 53 - 54 - Horns/Low Brass/Harp - ascending
scale
Key Change: Bb minor (for section only)
Dynamic - fortissimo
Trumpet fanfare - call and response with band
Harp glissando - meas. 77 - 79
Key Change: Gb Major
Dynamic - fortissimo
Melody - Oboe/Alto Saxffenor Sax/Cornet
I/Trombones/Baritone
Chromatic run - meas 95 and 111
Piccolo/Flutes/Eb Clarinet/Clarinet I
&2
Meas. !01-102 - Horns/Low Brass - ascending scale
Timpani parts changes to Orchestra Bells in meas. 87
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor.

Mercury/Phillips 434300. 1992
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. The President's Own Marine Band, Timothy Foley, conductor.

Altissimo USMBCD # 15. 2011.
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. New Sousa Band, Keith Brion, conductor. Delos DE3102. 1992.
In l11emoriam: President Garfield's Funeral March. The President's Own Marine Band, Jason

Fettig, conductor. Altissimo USMBCD #15. 2011.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

Fennell, Frederick. The Sousa March: A Personal View.
https://www .loc.gov/item/ihas .200152754/
Bierley, Paul Edmund. The Incredible Band ofJohn Philip Sousa. University of Illinois Press,
2006
Sousa, John Philip, IV. John Philip Sousa's America: The Patriot's Life in Images and Words.
GIA Publications, Inc., 20 I 2.
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English Folk Song Suite
Ralph Vaughan Williams
Publisher: Boosey & Hawkes
Grade4
Duration: ca. 11 :00

Unit 1: Composer
Ralph Vaughan Williams was born on October 12, 1872 in Down Ampney,
Gloucestershire, where his father was the vicar. He was educated at Charterhouse School, the
Royal College of Music and Trinity College, Cambridge. He met and developed a long and
lasting friendship with composer Gustav Holst, a constructive relationship which was crucial to
the development of both men, both personally and professional. After his school years, he
studied with Max Bruch in Berlin and later Maurice Ravel in Paris. During his early
composition years, he was influenced by folk music. Vaughan Williams volunteered for the
army during World War I and was sent to France in 1916. The war deeply affected him,
especially the loss of his fellow soldiers, and influenced his life and his music afterwards.
Vaughan Williams had the Order of Merit conferred upon him by the Crown in 1935. He died
on 26 August 1958; his ashes are interred in Westminster Abbey, near famed Baroque composer
Henry Purcell.•
Unit 2: Composition
The English Folk Song Suite was written in 1923 and premiered at Kneller Hall, home of
Britain's finest military music academy. Several English folk songs act as the basis for the 3movement work: a "March" subtitled "Seventeen Come Sunday"; an "Intermezzo" on "My
Bonny Boy"; and another "March" subtitled "Folk Songs from Somerset". The first and third

'"Short Biography," The Ralph Vaughan Williams Society, Accessed February 3, 2019.
http://www.rvwsociety.com

j
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movements incorporate at least three folk songs and are in march form.' The work includes a
standard concert baud instrumentation with two percussion parts and a solo clarinet and solo
cornet part.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
English Folk Song Suite is one of the first pieces trnly written specifically for the new
wind band medium. It follows on the heels of composer Ralph Vaughan Williams' friend
Gustav Holst's First Suite and Second Suite for Military Band. The initial version of the
composition also included a fourth movement, Sea Songs, which Vaughan Williams later
decided to publish separately.' Grechesky offers the following regarding the publication First
Suite without Sea Songs:
"One reason might be that Vaughan Williams himself decided to remove the movement,
after reconsidering putting two consecutive march movements in the piece. A second
reason is that he might have considered Sea Songs strong enough to stand on its own ... A
third reason is that Boosey & Hawkes may have made the decision based on financial
considerations, deciding that it was cheaper to produce a three-movement work rather
than a four-movement ... ",

Unit 4: Technical Considerations
In the first March movement, the first measures include two staccato eighth notes
followed by a tenuto quarter, placing a light emphasis on the quarter but not to the point of
accenting the note. This provides a direction for the melodic phrasing. The "Pretty Caroline"

• Program Notes: Folk Song Suite, The Wind Repertory Project, Accessed February 3, 2019.
http:/lwww.windrep.org/Folk_Song_Suite
'Program Notes: Folk Song Suite
' Grechesky, Robert, "English Folk Song Suite." In Teaching Music Through Performance in Band Vol. 1. Second
Edition. Compiled and edited by Richard Miles (Chicago: GIA Publications, Inc., 2010). 469.
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section should be played legato and cantabile (smooth singing style) and keeping the harmonic
lines in balance with each other. In the 6/8 section at measure 64, the melody in the brass and
lower woodwinds should be played sempre marcato (always with emphasis). This creates a
contrast with the upper woodwinds a playing sempre staccato (always detached) countermelody.
The second movement, Intermezzo, is a stark contrast to the other two movements.
Much like the second movement of Holst's Second Suite for Military Band, the Oboe plays in
tandem with another instrument to produce a new sonority. In this instance, a blending of Oboe
and Cornet/Trumpet is heard, working together in creating a very delicate sense of longing and
mourning. The countermelody at measure 22 is also worth noting as it is offset from the main
melody by one measure. The scherzando section creates a tight contrast in playing style and
mood. The return the A section, though short, has a passing of the original melody between the
Low Saxophone/Low Brass and a Clarinet/Cornet mixture.
The third movement begins much more subdued than the first in addition to the Bb Major
tonality. The call and response between the Solo Cornet and woodwinds exchange of melody
between each other in a light and soft style. During the fortissimo tutti, the harmonic staccatos
create a contrast against the melodic tenutos. In the "High Ge1many" section, the difference
between the melody, played marcato, versus the harmonic chords, played staccato, is worthy of
note. In the 6/8 section, contrast is created through the triple subdivision of the beat. The brass
plays staccato block chords with dynamic hairpins (crescendos to a point then decrescendos
immediately) to a four eighth note figure which creates an inte1jection to the melody. With the
final folk song, there are two simultaneous lines happening. The melody, "John Barleycorn",
played within the Mid and Lower Woodwinds/Low Brass, is the main focus of the section. The
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second line played by the Upper Woodwinds/Cornets/Horns is a fanfare-esque line and
complements as a countermelody but should not overpower the main theme.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
General stylistic considerations would include the established adherence to articulation
markings, utilizing dynamics for contrast as well as tension/release, and accurate phrasing as to
induce the idea of singing. In addition, having a basic knowledge of the all folk songs can assist
in understanding how to phrase the musical lines.''

Movement 1
The first movement is a European style march, which unlike American style, is not as
heavily accented on the main downbeats. Vaughan Williams created a juxtaposition of a march
by using a staccato and pianissimo melody but still based upon a sung folk song. The challenge
then becomes blending these two ideas together. In the "Pretty Caroline" section, phrasing
comes naturally as the orchestration lends itself to the folk song in contrast to "Seventeen Come
Sunday". In the 6/8 section at measure 64, the low Woodwinds and low Brass (still in 2/4) play
the "Dives and Lazarus" melody. These low instruments work together to create a melodic line
that is both legato and marcato at the same time. This sound should be played with a full, solid
tone and never dropping the phrasing. The upper woodwinds (in 6/8) play the countennelody at
a fortissimo staccato. Flutes, Piccolo, Oboes, and upper Clarinets play a little softer to hear the
melody in the other instrnments but keep the staccato to differentiate the line.

Movement2
Having knowledge of the source material would be significant in understanding the
melancholic sonority is created. For the song "My Bonny Boy", the lyrics suggest the longing

, Grechesky, English Falk Song Suite, 471.
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for a romance and the knowledge that it is lost to another person." The opening, though
pianissimo, should have a rich and dark tone. In the scherzando, the melody lends itself to a
feeling similar to a waltz. In the second statement, the trade-off between Clarinet Solo, 1-2 and
Flute/Piccolo, Eb Clarinet, and Clarinet 3 becomes an important harmonic line and should be a
seamless creating the arpeggiated effect. The repeat of the A section at the conclusion also uses
the tradeoff technique but this time for the melody and also requires a continuous transition to
work perfectly.

Movement3
In small contrast to the first movement, the third movement (second march) begins
articulated but with a medium dynamic moving into the soft, legato solo cornet and soft, staccato
woodwind call and response. Again, another juxtaposition of the light, airy sections versus the
heavy sections is heard. In "High Germany", the woodwinds and brass have the light harmonic
lines to complement to the marcato of the alto saxophone/low brass melody. This is seen again
later in "John Barleycorn" with most of the same instruments cast in the similar roles. Before
that, with the time change at measure 69 for "The Tree So High", there is also a key change to C
minor. The brass section is sempre staccato with the dynamic hairpins while the woodwind
melody mixes between staccato and legato.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
Melody
In the I" movement, three folk songs are used: "Seventeen Come Sunday", "Pretty
Caroline", and "Dives and Lazarus". "Seventeen Come Sunday", though subdued by the
dynamic motion, is a poweiful start of a march and in the traditional British minor mode for Folk

·· https://en.wikipedia.orgiwiki/My_Bonny_Boy
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songs." The next song, "Pretty Caroline", creates a contrast melodically in tone, key, feeling,
and should be played sweetly and elegantly. "Dives and Lazarus" is a mixture of the first two in
feeling. The main melody in the lower instruments is marcato but still should be played in a
connected way. This creates a differentiation in the upper Woodwinds, whose counter-melody is
staccato, crisp, and light.
In the Intermezzo, two folk songs are utilized: "My Bonny Boy" and "Green Bushes".
Like the I" movement, it begins in a minor mode. The dramatic theme of the song should be felt
as a pleading or yearning desire for love. However, Vaughan Williams continues on and uses a
second song, "Green Bushes", as a divergence. The major key change and tempo create a new
liveliness which is sandwiched by the melancholy melody of "Bonny Boy". In "Green Bushes",
the melody is accompanied by an arpeggiated call and response counter-melody, adding to the
lilting feel.
Vaughan Williams uses four folk songs for the 3,, Movement: "Blow Away the Morning
Dew", "High Germany", "The Tree So High", and "John Barleycorn", The March begins in Bb
Major, with a Cornet solo at the start of "Blow Away the Morning Dew" moving into a response
from the woodwinds. This culminates in a tutti fortissimo restatement of the opening folk song.
The movement immediately shifts into "High Germany", where the Alto Sax, Trombone, and
Euphonium trio takes over the melodic line, leading into a full repeat of"Blow Away the
Morning Dew". Moving into the 6/8 section, the lower Woodwind and Cornet/Euphonium
moving line carries the music into the next folk song. "The Tree So High" brings the piece into a
minor key (C Minor) and is played softly but crisply. The final folk song, "John Barleycorn",
again uses a melody and counter-melody of differing styles. The melody, played by low

·• Grechesky, English Folk Song Suite, 469.
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woodwinds and brass, are instructed to keep a marcato, march-like style. The upper woodwinds
and brass have the counter-melody which is to be played crisp and staccato.

Harmony
The beginning of the 1• Movement introduces an open F tonality given by the open fifths
in the melody and harmony lines. Though written as Ab Major/F minor and due to the D-natural
accidental, the key comes out as F Dorian mode. Much of the chordal movement is given either
as eighths or quarter blocks in traditional homophonic style. The next section straight moves to
Ab Major, while the 6/8 moves directly to F minor. The repeat of "Pretty Caroline" brings back
the Ab Major key leading into the da capo al Coda (repeat to the beginning and go to the Coda at
the sign). The coda is only three measures and contains only 2 chords, Eb7 to F Major, creating
a Picardy ending, where the final chord resolves from the minor key to the major key via the
raising of the third of the chord a half-step.
The Intermezzo begins with an establish F minor chord but moves to F Dorian (D-natural
in melody). Under the melodic lines for the first section are simple chordal progression. The
restatement of the main melody, however, does include a harmonic countennelody in the
Flute/Oboe/Solo Clarinet. In "Green Bushes", the harmonic motion moves similar as the first
section. With the restatement of "Green Bushes" the new line added is the aipeggiated call and
response, creating more forward motion. The final cadence at the return of "My Bonny Boy" is
a Cmin7 to F major, creating another Picardy third.
The 3• Movement opens in Bb Major moving into simple homophonic motion under the
melody. The harmony under the strong marcato of "High Germany" is once again homophonic
but with varying rhythmic interest. "The Tree So High", in C minor, has pulses on the major
beats but includes the hairpin interjections of staccato eighths with different chords to match.
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These inte1jections, though part of the harmony, end each of the half phrases in the melody. For
"John Barleycorn", the counter melody provides the harmonic motion in the relative major of Eb.
The Fine ending rests at the end of"High Germany" with a V-I resolution in Bb Major.

Rhythm
The folk songs used have been adapted rhythmically from their original forms. For
example, the following figure is the melody from the original version of "Seventeen come
Sunday"":

4 J J J s r d!r r t'
#

I

1

r r r r r 11 r J J J
11

1

4#rttr r I IJ IJ uJ IJJJJg IJ J:liJJJIJ uI
Note the change of meters not seen in English Folk Song Suite. The change was necessary to
create the feeling of a march.
In the I·• March, there are quick staccato eighth/sixteenths rhythms, broad quarter
melodies and/or hannonies throughout, and upbeat harmony in "Pretty Caroline". The
contrasting dynamics should not affect the rhythmic outcome. The 6/8 section of "Dives and
Lazarus" is only for certain instruments while other instruments stay in 2/4, creating a hemiola
effect.

•• Alice Baillie, transcription. I'm Se!'enteen come Sunday. 2014, PNG, 520 x 190 pixels.
http://abcnotation.com/tune Page ?a=www.vwml.org/components/com_rbdmdtall is/media/abctranscri ptions/abc/CJS2
-10-6 I4-0/0000
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The Intermezzo is rather simple and straight-forward. The conscientious director,
however, will note the two major eighth note passages in the restatements of both folk songs.
The countennelody to "My Bonny Boy" adds to the forward motion of the restatement. The
same can be applied to the arpeggiated eighths in the restatement of "Green Bushes".
The final March requires accuracy with the dotted eighth-sixteenths so as not to turn the
feeling into that of triplets. Many of the rhythms in the movement are similar to those in the I·•
March, so the same observations apply as well. One difference is the change to 6/8 which effects
all instruments.

Timbre
Vaughan Williams seems to enjoy the juxtaposition of one style of melody versus a
countermelody of a contrast style within this piece as a whole. There tends to be a common
usage of low instruments moving against the high instruments when employing the
melody/countermelody or harmonic line contrast. Textures change from section to section while
the composer employs the uses of varied tone colors to present his musical thoughts. A good
example is the end section of the 2~ movement, where the low winds and brass switch of the
melody with the Clarinets and Cornets. Not only is there a mix oflow versus high but two
different timbres at work and even more so when the lines blend over each other.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION

!;;)
~7:\}

MEASURES

Intro

l-4

A

5-30

B

31 -63
(31-32transition)

C

64-96

B

97 - 129

A

l -30

Coda

130 - 132

,t<,,,:;,

Mgyement 1 - March
SCORING/EVENT
Key: F Open Tonality (written Ab Maj/f min)
Meter: 2/4
Tempo:
- Full Band - forte with decrescendo to oiano
Seventeen Come Sunday
- Key: F Dorian mode
- Picknp from measure 4
- Repeats twice: first pianissimo melody (Woodwinds),
second fonissimo (Full Band)
- watch out for counter melody
Pretty Caroline
- 2 measure transition - cantabile style
Dynamic: piano
Key Change: Ab Major (established)
Solo: Cornet I/Solo Clarinet; add Flute 2° time
- Flourish at end of l" phrases
Add WW in 2° phrase to melody
End with solo as before with flourish
Dives and Lazarus - with repeat
Meter Change: 6/8
Key Change: f minor
Dynamic: fortissimo
Upper \VW - Staccato counter melody
Low WW/Brass - Marcato melody
Repeat of Pretty Caroline
- Same as previous
DC al Coda
D.C. al Coda (Coda at measure 30)
Plagal Cadence - Bbm+6 - F Major (Picardy)
fortissimo
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Movem!lnt 2 • Intermgzzo
SECIION MEASURES
Intro

1-2

A

3-22

A'

23-42

B

43-59

60- 77

A"

78-92

93 - 97

SCORING/EVENT
Meter: 3/4
Key: f minor
Tempo: Andantino
My Bonny Boy
Dynamic: piano
Solo - Oboe/Cornet l
Counter melody - Cornet 2 - pianissimo
Repeat of melody
Dynamic: mezzo-piano
Soli -Clarinet 2-3/Bass Clarinet/Bassoon !/Euphonium
Countermelody - Flute/Oboe/Solo Clarinet
Crescendo/Decrescendo near end of section
Green Bushes
Key Change: F tonality (written F Major)
Dynamic: piano
Tempo Change- Poco Allegro-Scherzando (fast 3 or in 1)
Solo - Piccolo/Oboe/Eb Clarinet
Repeat of melody
Dynamic: mezzo-forte
- Melody - Oboe/Alto Clarinet/Alto Sax/Cornet II Euphonium
- Trade off counter - Flute/Eb Clarinet/Clarinet 3 vs Clarinet
Solo/1/2
- Downbeat chords or held chords for rest
Ritard - meas 76-77
Tempo I - My Bonny Boy repeat
Key Change: f minor
Dynamic: pianissimo
Melody trades off between sections:
Low WW/Brass - Clarinets/Cornets
Coda
Melody - Low Clarinet/Sax/Brass
End pianissimo - timpani roll
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SECIION

MEASURES

Intro

1-4

A

5-28

B

29-44

A

45-68

Transition

69-70

Trio

71 - 88

Trio2

89 - 113

Intro/A/BIA

I - 68

J

SCORING/EVENT
Meter: 2/4
Tempo: Allegro
Key: Bb Major
Dynamic: mezzo forte
Light, bouncy with dotted eighth-sixteenth and staccato eighths
Blow Away the Morning Dew
Dynamic: piano
Solo - Cornet l
Call & Response with WW
Fortissimo into 2" call of melody at meas. 20
High Germany
Dynamic: mezzo forte/fortissimo for melody
Melody: Alto Clarinet/Alto Sax/Trombone 1-2/Euphoniumsempre marcato
Melody similar to introduction
Hannony: rhythmic accented chords
Melds back into l- folk song with decrescendo into Cornet solo
Repeat of measures 5 - 28
Fine at meas. 68
Meter: 6/8
Key shift: G minor into C minor
Dynamic: forte - cresc. fortissimo
Trills: Upper WW
Eighth run: Low Clarinet/Bassoon/Alto Sax/Tenor
Sax/Cornets/Euphonium
The Tree So High
Key Change: C minor (set up 2 meas. later)
Dynamic: decrescendo to pianissimo/piano
Melody: Upper WWs
Harmony; sempre staccato
Every 4 measures - interjections by brass/low saxophone/snare
drum - crescendo into forte then decrescendo
John Barleycorn
Meter: 2/4
Dynamic: fortissimo
Melody: Low WW/Saxophones/Low Brass
- played marcato sempre
Counter Melody: Upper \VW and Brass
Repeat to 71
D.C. a/fine
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening

English Folk Song Suite. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor. Polygram

462960. 1999.
English Folk Song Suite. Academy of St. Martin in the Fields, Sir Neville Mariner, conductor.

Decca B0000OIX8l. 1999.
Sea Songs. North Texas Wind Symphony, Eugene Migliaro Corporon, conductor. GIA

I'
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Publications CD-681. 2006.
First Suite in Eb for i\1ilitary Band. Gustav Holst. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell,

conductor. Mercury Living Presence 289 462 960-2. 1999.
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Second Suite in F for Militaty Band. Gustav Holst. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick

Fennell, conductor. Mercury Living Presence 289 462 960-2. 1999.
William Byrd Suite. Gordon Jacob. Regimental Band of the Coldstream Guards, Major Graham

0. Jones, conductor. SRC 108. 2004.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

Cobbe, Hugh, ed. Letters of Ralph Vaughan Williams ( 1895 - 1958). London: Oxford
University Press, 2008.
Fennell, Frederick. "Basic Band Repertory: Vaughan \Villiams' Folk Song Suite." The
Instrumentalist, Volume XXX, No. 11 (June, 1976): 45-48.

Miles, Richard, ed. "English Folk Song Suite." Teaching Music Through Performance in Band
Vol. I, Second Edition. Chicago: GIA Publications, Inc., 2010.
The Ralph Vaughan Williams Society, website. http://www.rvwsociety.com
Williams, Ralph Vaughan. National Music and other Essays. London: Oxford University Press,
1996.
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Serenade for Winds inc minor, K. 388/384a
Movement II: Adagio
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Publisher: Breitkopf & Hartel
Duration: ca.4:00

Unit 1: Composer

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born on January 27, 1756 in the city of Salzburg, Austria to
Leopold and Anna Maria Mozait. His full name, however, is Joannes Chrysostomus
Wolfgangus Theophilus Mozart (Wolfgang Amadeus was the name he preferred as an adult).
His father, Leopold, was a deputy Kapellmeister to the court orchestra of Salzburg and was an
accomplished violinist and music teacher. When young Wolfgang was about 3 years old, his
musical talent became evident to Leopold who immediately began training the boy in
performance. His first musical compositions were written when he was five years old.
Eventually, Leopold took Wolfgang and his older sister, Maria Anna, around Europe to tour and
play concerts in various cities, giving the Mozart family some famed notoriety. At 17 years old,
Mozart became a court musician like his father in Salzburg. He kept this position for years,
followed by some years travelling to find a stable job all the while gaining fame and popularity
for his works. In 1781, he finally settled in Vienna after resigning from the Salzburg court. The
next year, he married Constanze Weber and over time had six children, two of which survived
infancy. His years in Vienna proved to be his most prolific, writing many symphonies,
concertos, operas, and other incidental music. He made many friends, including famed
composer Franz Joseph Haydn. In his final year, Mozart produced many important pieces
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including The Magic Flute, his final opera, the Clarinet Concerto, and portions of his Requiem.
He died on December 5, 1791 and was buried in a pauper's grave in Vienna."
Unit 2: Composition
Serenade for Winds inc minor, K. 3881384a was written in 1782 while Mozart was living

in Vienna, Austria. The piece was original referred to as "Parthia" or paitita and follows a
similar format as a symphony: fast movement, slow, minuet/trio, and fast movement. Mozart
wrote two other serenades for winds but only K. 388 was written in minor key. The full piece is
written for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, and 2 bassoons.
The second movement (Andante) rests in Eb major, the relative major key, and varies the
character of the work to a much slower waltz-like 3/8. The upper voices are written with
cadenza passages indicative of the Classical era of music:•
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

During Mozart's life, a new style of music was being written for wind instruments
referred to as Harmoniemusik. Originally bridging from the Hautboisten of the Baroque Era,
Harmonie began when horns were added to groups of oboes and bassoons, creating a new
sonority and a new group for the mostly the aristocracy."
The surviving letters of Mozart make no mention this particular Serenade, and not much
is known about its motivation, exact dates, first performances, nor whether it was legitimately
commissioned. Different from his other wind music, this piece was a distinct work of its time.
The c minor tonality suggests Mozart did not write it as lighter music for enteitainmenu It is

J
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· Biography of Mozart. Accessed February 3, 20 I 9. http://www.wolfgang-amadeus.at/en/biogrnphy_of_Mozart.php
""Score Study: Mozart's Serenade in C minor, K. 388 (for Wind Octet), 1782." Accessed February 3, 20!9.
https ://sociosound. word press .com/20 I0/07/ ! 5/score-study-mozarts-serenade-in-c-minor-k-388-for-wind-octet-17821
David Whitwell, A Concise Histo,y of the Wind Band (Whitwell Publishing, 2011). 151.
""Score Stu,~y: Mozart's Serenade in C minor, K. 388 (for Wind Octet). 1782."
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noted by Alber that this marks the first and only time that Mozart employed a minor key in his
wind music. It is then suggested that minor keys hold a special place in Mozart's compositions
and usually carry a strong connection to turmoil in his life. For example, the death of his father
in 1787 corresponds to the origin of the opera Don Giovanni (D minor is the main key of the
work)."
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
The second movement of the Mozart Serenade for Winds presents classical era
challenges to the modern musician. Since the piece is in 3/8 meter, the difficulty is in the
subdivision of notes. As a small ensemble work, all notes need to line up precisely. Ensemble
blend is also of importance. When two differing instruments play together in a slow, soft manner
like this, no one instrument should be louder than the other unless specified by the score.
Dynamics in this movement are soft although they are accentuated with several sforzando-pianos
throughout. Mozart also takes advantage of the concept of a rest as organized silence. Examples
include measure 45 - 46, 52, 60, and 69. The final three measures offer brief silent moments
which "feel as if time is suspended in air.""
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The music of the Classical Era, though harmonically unassuming by today's standards,
requires great attention to the small details. Mozart's era of music contained simple dynamics
but also involved unwritten ones. Tradition requires that tension-release moments with multiple
similar notes requires a swell of crescendo into the tension and decrescendo off of the release.

18 Brian Alber," The Evolution of Sonata Form in the Wind Music of W.A. Mozart" (MA diss., University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, 2006), 30.
•· "Score Study: Mozart's Serenade in C minor, K, 388 (for Wind Octet), 1782."
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Grace notes should be played on the beat. If a grace notes is attached to a single eighth note,
they should be played as 2 sixteenth notes.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

This particular movement is written in a short version of sonata form. The most notable
difference from sonata form is that the repeat of the exposition is omitted and that the
development sections uses only one theme. One of the predominant expression elements is the
slurred staccatos, a common element in music of the Classical era. The marking is known as a
portato or an articulated legato. Many of these markings are used to create tension-release
moments." Figure I below shows measures 16 - 20 utilizing the pm1ato articulation.
Figure l
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During the course of this movement, the three note portato is notated at least 20 times. The callresponse themes that use pmtato help to create the forward motion of the phrase.

,., Blood, Brian. 2012. "Music Theory Online: Lesson 21: Phrasing & Articulation". Accessed February 3, 2019.
https:l/www.dolmetsch.com/musictheory2 l .htm
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Melody
Much like any other chamber ensemble work, the melody is continually passed off
between various instruments. For this movement, the Clarinet l and Oboe I tend to have the
most melodic passages that are also highly ornamented. The movement begins with Clarinet l
stating the opening theme then Oboe l taking over eight measures later and adding more of a
cadenza style flourish." This is seen again in the development minus the cadenza in the oboe.
The bassoons and horns do have the Theme l B restatement in both the exposition and
recapitulation, as well at the beginning of the recapitulation, though in the different key. Finally,
at the end of the exposition the Oboe 2 part has a response on the 5" scale degree of Bb to
complete the melody and signify the end of the section. The same is seen at the end of the piece
but in the Horn parts on the 6- of Eb.

Harmony
The key of this movement is in Eb Major. As in most other sonata form movements, the
exposition begins in the established key, moves to the dominant (Bb Major), changes to minor in
the development (find Minor Key), then reestablishes the original tonic (Eb) in the recapitulation
and stays until the end of the movement. Most of the harmonic motion with the melody comes
in four or eight measure phrases. Figure I is an example of a four-measure phrase in the IB
Theme. Many of the harmonies are either held chords, slow moving chords, or arpeggiated
figures. At the end of the phrases distinct cadences are heard. The end of Figure l would be
classified as a half cadence (I - V).

""Score St//((y: Mozart's Serenade in C minor, K. 388 (for Wind Octet), 1782."
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Rhythm
The meter of this movement is 3/8. The rhythms of this piece range from held dotted
quarter notes, mainly for chords, to moving eighth notes in melody and harmony, and to 32"
notes mostly in the melodic passages. There is an example of syncopation in the harmony at
measures 32 - 34 and 93 - 95.

Timbre
The overall tone of the movement is warm and gentle with a moderate texture. Mozart
pairs the different instruments together at different times, creating unique sonorities. The
movement begins with Clarinets in the mid-range and Bassoons in their high range. Referring
back to Figure l , measures l 6 - 17 involve the Clarinets and Horns in closed chords followed by
Horns with Bassoon with a more open sonority in measures 20 - 21.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION

MEASURES

SCORING/EVENT

Exposition
Theme IA

l - 15

Theme 1B

!6-23

Theme2A

24- 31

Theme2B

32-38

Theme 2C - Closing

39 - 46

Interlude
- Mini-Development
Recapitulation
Theme IA

47-60

Theme 1B

77-84

Theme2A

85-92

Repeat of Expo 2B in Eb Major

Theme2B

93-107

Melody - Oboes - Oboe I main
Final Cadence - Eb Major respell
- pianissimo, staccato

61-76

Meter: 3/8
Tempo: Andante
Key: Eb Major
Dynamic: piano doke
I" Phrase: Clarinets (Melody) and Bassoons
2" Phrase: Add Oboes and Horns - Oboe 1
(Melody)
Cadence: V7 - I
Call and Response
CI/Hrn - Cl/Ob I Hrn/Bsn - Ob/Bsn
Cadence: V7/V - V(I)
Modulation: Bb Major
Melody - Clarinet I , pass to Oboe
Horn - hold over Concert G from previous section
Cadence: V7 - l
Clarinet chromatic into 2B
Melody - Oboes - Oboe l main
Harmony - syncopated - Clarinet/Horn
Meas. 38 - block chords with quick silence inbetween
Cadence: I - ii7 - V7 - I
Melody - Oboe 1
Oboe2/Horn - Held chord (Bb)
Clarinet - sixteenth chord switch - Bb - Am
Bassoon - Bb sixteenth pulse
Cadence: V7 - I over 4 measures
- Oboe 2 - states fifth off of other chords
Key: F minor, unstable
Begins similar to Theme lA - Clarinet 1 Melody
1" Phrase: Key not established until next theme
- hold over from Interlude section
Horns/Bassoons - Hom l Melody
2" Phrase: Eb Major
Tutti dolce - Oboe !/Clarinet 1 - Octave Melody
Key: Eb Major
Repeat of Expo I B
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Serenade No.12/or Winds in C minor, K. 388. New York Philomusica Winds, A. Robert
Johnson, conductor. Digital X5 Music Group. 2008

Serenade No. 12 in C minor for Wind Instruments, K. 388. Everest Wind Octet, Newell Jenkins,
conductor. Recorded Music Club CM 25. 1962

Serenade No. 11 in Eb Major/or Wind Instruments, K. 375. Everest Wind Octet, Newell
Jenkins, conductor. Recorded Music Club CM 25. 1962

Octet for Winds in Eb Major, Op. 103. Ludwig van Beethoven. Winds of the Berlin
Philharmonic, Hans Priem-Bergrath, conductor. Deutsche Grammophon #453779-2GCB2.
1997.

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Alber, Brian. The Evolution of Sonata Form in the Wind Music ofW.A. Mozart. Lincoln: U. of
Nebraska, 2006.
Leeson, Daniel. Whitwell, David. Mozart's 'Spurious' Wind Octets. Oxford University Press.
Music & Letters, Vol. 53, No. 4, 1972.
Lynan, Peter. "Serenade." The Oxford Companion to Music. Ed. Alison Latham. Oxford Music
On! ine. 2009. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t l I 4/e6099
Smith, Erik. Mozart Serenades, Divertimenti & Dances. London: BBC, 1982.
\Vilson, Conrad. Notes on Mozart: 20 crucial works. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 2005.
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Troubadour's March
from Six Short Marches for Percussion Ensemble
Ryan R. Laney
Publisher: Ryan R. Laney
Duration: 2:05 minutes

Unit 1: Composer
Ryan R. Laney holds a Bachelor of Music Education from The University of No11hern
Colorado and a Master of Music from Kansas State University. Ryan's compositions are
focused on percussion solo and ensemble literature with an increasing number of works for wind
instruments. Many of his compositions and arrangements can be heard performed around the
world in various countries including Brazil, Germany, Sweden, Mexico, Thailand, Japan, China,
and Russia. Ryan is cutTently Director of Bands at Aspen Creek K-8 in Broomfield, Colorado.
Ryan's musical inspirations come from artists including the band Rush, classical composers
Gustav Holst and W.A. Mozart, video game composer Koji Kondo, movie composer John
Williams, and electronic music duo Daft Punk."
Unit 2: Composition
Troubadour's March was written in 2012. This march is the first in a series of pieces called
Six Short Marches for Percussion Ensemble. Each of the marches is scored the same way with

minor variations or substitutions in parts (e.g. Mallet 1, Mallet 2 ... , and Bass Drum).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Historically, there has been many misconceptions regarding the words troubadour and
minstrel. Troubadours were recognized as composers, mainly writing songs on courtly love.
This did not preclude them though as musicians as some did play as well. During the Middle

""About Ryan". Ryan L1ney Percussion. accessed February 3, 2019.
http://rlaneypercussion.com
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Ages, there were two other entertainers that moved from town to town: minstrels, who were
traveling musicians and singers and jongleurs, who were overall entertainers who could sing, act,
juggle, play instruments, and other feats as needed. Minstrels, according to Brittain, were
essentially indistinguishable from jongleurs. They sang songs they picked up from anywhere,
including from other minstrels and troubadours. Not all troubadours were low-born, with the
first possible troubadour being the Duke of Aquitaine." Whitwell suggests that the decline of
wandering minstrelsy was due to the creation of permanent town guilds in order to end the
prejudices against wandering musicians." Depending on if the troubadour was a traveler, this
may or may not have had an effect on them. It is also possible that if they were residents of a
particular town, they might have also joined the guilds.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

The mallet parts can be played on a variety of instruments. The recommended for the
Mallet I part is xylophone and/or bells. Mallet 2 can be played on a marimba and/or
vibraphone. Both parts can be played on the same instrument but with the l" part higher than the
2-,.

All parts can be doubled on as many instruments as needed and soft to medium mallets are

recommended. Tambourine parts should be played on a headed tambourine, played with the
fingertips at the edge. Rolls should generally be played as shakes, but thumb rolls can be used.
A traditional concert snare drum and concert bass drum should be used. Since the music is more
of a chamber style of piece, a concert snare will easily overpower the keyboard instruments if the
player does not play within context.''

' Brittain, C. Dale. Life in the Middle Ages: Troubadours and Minstrels. accessed February 3. 2019.
http://cdalebrittain.b!ogspot.coml20 1810 ! /troubadours-and-minstrels .html
" Whitwell, Dr. David. A Concise History of the Wind Band, Second Edition. Whitwell Publishing. Austin, Texas
2010.Pg.32
"Laney, Ryan R. Six Short Marches for Percussion Ensemble. (n.p.): Composer, 2012.
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations

Being a march, Troubadour March does have the main sections of a traditional march
"":':!

,,;, ~t

akin to Sousa or Goldman. The dynamics set the piece apart from most other marches, usually
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staying on the piano side of dynamics. The two main voices of the piece are the Mallet l and
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Snare Drum, with the others deferring to those parts. The snare rolls should be played closed
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unless the venue dictates the sound otherwise.
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There is an introduction which serves as a snare roll off and the mallets providing pitches
to set up the key. The A section is played medium soft with accents on the end of the phrase.
The B section begins with a call and echo between the mallet parts, alternating between medium
loud and medium soft. This culminates in the non-pitched instruments having a rhythmic
interlude before the trio section. This interlude continues the style of a roll off, accents the offbeats in the bass, and showcases the interplay between the snare drum and tambourine.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

llielody
The melody lines stay within the Mallet l part while the Mallet 2 part has harmonic lines
with and contrary to the main melody. The exception to this the B Section where the Mallet 2
parts starts the melody and the echo is given to Mallet l, albeit same pattern but softer. Both
parts then play tutti for four measures then the non-pitched percussion take over to end the
section. The Trio and A repeat sections go back to the Mallet I melodic lines.

Harmony
Since this piece is written for a small percussion ensemble, the harmony is mostly within
Mallet 2. The chordal progressions are heard mostly from the inte1twining mallet parts. A
rhythmic harmony, however, is created from the non-pitched instruments. This is important at
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the end of the B section. As the mallets cut out early and end on the dominant, the non-pitched
percussion end the phrase. This is an intriguing ending as the drags in the snare with the bass
and tambourine hits almost acting as if they were the chords to end the cadence.
Rhythm
Rhythmically, this piece is simple for a beginning percussion ensemble. Rhythms range
from simple quarter lines to dotted eighth-sixteenths in the mallet parts and quarters and eighths
in the tambourine and bass lines. The hardest part is the precision of the snare rhythms and the
subdivisions of sixteenths and rolls. The snare rolls consist only of 5 and 9 stroke rolls.
Timbre
Troubadour's March requires a simple percussion ensemble set up. As previously stated,
the impo1tant lines lay in the Mallet l and Snare Drum. When the mallets are involved, all other
instruments need to lean into their timbre or else the mallet parts will be lost.

J
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION

MEASURES

Intro

1-4

A

5-20

B

21- 36

Interlude

37-44

Trio

45-60

A

61 - 76

SCORING/EVENT
Meter: 2/4
Key: F Major
Mallets set up key of piece
Snare mostly sounds like a marching roll off
Melody - Mallet l
Harmony - Mallet 2 - scalar motion in many measures
Bassrrambourine - solid beat playing
Snare - typical marching snare line with flams and
short rolls
Section ends on Dominant instead of Tonic
Call/Echo between Mallet parts
Mallet 2 - mezzo forte (call)
Mallet l - mezzo piano (response)
Section ends with non-pitched percussion
Section ends in Dominant
Non-pitched soli
Motion in Snare Drum
Second roll off
Key Change: Bb Major
New Melody - Mallet I
Harmony - Mallet 2
Some light chromatic movement between certain
measures
Snare/Tambourine - downbeats- flams for SD
Bass - answers SD every 3 measures
A Section in Bb Major - beginning of melodic phrase
is lower than original A
Similar non-pitched parts
Mallet parts with same rhythm, different pitches
Section ends in Tonic
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Six Short lvfarchesfor Percussion Ensemble. Digital Recording.
http://rlaneypercussion.com/new-page- !
Rath, Eric and Hicks, Ralph. Beyond Basic Percussion: JO Beginning Percussion Ensembles.
Tapspace Publications, 2011.

Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Feldstein, Sandy. 15 Percussion Ensembles (for 4 Players). Alfred Mnsic, 1969 (l 996).
Gusseck, Murray. Salutations: Exercises to Enlighten your Hands. Tapspace Publications, 2011.
Rath, Eric and Hicks, Ralph. Five Minute Drill: Daily/FUN Classroom Routines for Percussion.
Tapspace Publications, 2013.
Willmarth, John. "Reading on Keyboard Percussion: Establishing Strong Fundamentals."
Innovative Percussion Educational Resources.
http://www.innovati vepe rcussi on .com/docs/documents/400/W illmarth_Reading%20011 % 20 Key b
oard%20Percussion.pdf
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Celtic Air and Dance No. 3
arr. Michael Sweeney
Publisher: Hal Leonard Corporation
Grade 1.5
Duration: 3:16 minutes
Unit 1: Composer

Michael Sweeney was born on October 2, 1952. Both of his parents had a musical
background with his mother being a music educator. As a young man, Michael Sweeney began
piano lessons in 2· Grade and then moved to trombone in 6• Grade. His piano teacher
0

encouraged his creativity which led to him learning how to play songs by ear and eventually
arranging music for his high school rock band." Mr. Sweeney graduated from Indiana University
at Bloomington with a degree in Music Education. He worked as a band director in Ohio and
Indiana from elementary to high school. Mr. Sweeney is currently the Director of Band
Publications for Hal Leonard Corporation in Milwaukee, WI and currently resides just north of
the city."
Unit 2: Composition

Similar to the other Celtic Air and Dance works by Michael Sweeney, the piece contains
Irish folk songs, two in particular for this work. This arrangement includes "Red is the Rose" in
the key of Eb Major and "Bill Sullivan's Polka" in the key of Bb Major. The instrumentation of
this work is standard for Grade 1.5 Concert Band Repertoire with only two Clarinet and Trumpet
parts, two Percussion parts, Orchestra Bells, and Timpani. All other instruments share a part
with divisions in the music.

"Sweeney, Michael. Band Composer Series: Michael Sweeney. Cued In: The JW Pepper Blog. April 26, 2011.
accessed Febmary 4, 2019.
,, About the Arranger. Celtic Air and Dance No.3. Musicworks: Milwaukee, WI, 2011.
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Unit 3: Historical Perspective

"Red is the Rose" is an Irish setting to a traditional Scottish folk song, "The Bonnie Banks o'
Loch Lomond". The composer of the song is still unclear, though Robert Ford claims that it was
sung by little boys in the streets of Edinburgh but that they must have heard from somewhere
else." The most plausible history of the lyrics is from the story of Prince Charles Stuart and the
Jacobite Uprising of 1745. It refers to a man giving his farewell to his love before he was
executed at the side of the scaffold. The lyrics "O, ye'll tak' the high road, and I'll tak' the low
road, And I'll be in Scotland afore ye" is a reference that the low road is his grave and the high
road that his love returns to Scotland and his spirit will follow her back to Loch Lomond."
"Bill Sullivan's Polka" is a traditional Irish fiddle tune. The tune is also known as "Denis
Murphy's Polka" or"Mickey Chewing Bubblegum". The song was composed by Terry "Cuz"
Teahan as a young man prior to leaving Ireland for America. Teahan composed the tune while
still taking lessons with the great fiddler Padraig O'Keeffe. O'Keeffe liked the composition and
continued to teach it after Teahan's departure. The song was renamed after the musician who
made it popular, Bill Sullivan."
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

Celtic Air and Dance No. 3 contains a single time signature change from 4/4 to 2/4 time.
This helps to separate the two folk songs. There is also one key change from Eb Major to Bb
Major. Balancing melody and harmony would be another technical consideration. The texture
of the work varies from a soloist with harmony to 3 - 4 melodic instruments with harmony. The

"Ford, Robert. "The Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomond" Song Histories. \V. Hodge: Glasgow, 1900. Public Domain
Digital: Google. accessed March l, 2019, pg. 280
, Ford,Song Histories, pg. 276 .
., "Bill Sullivan's Polka." The Traditional Tune Archive. Accessed March 6, 2019,
https://www.tunearch.org/wiki/An not at ion:Micky_ Chewing_Bubblegum
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harmonic lines should not be overlooked as they add to the Celtic feel of the piece. For example,
going into measure 39, there are two instruments holding pitches from the previous tune in an
effort to create a drone sound indicative of Celtic bagpipes. This happens again at measure 47
and measure 81, where the latter measures have some motion in certain instruments while other
hold on one pitch.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations

Celtic Air and Dance No. 3 displays two styles of playing: a flowing ballad and the lively
dance polka. The tempi given are mostly guidelines to assist in the creation of these styles. The
ballad should be felt in the style of another popular Irish song, "Danny Boy." "Bill Sullivan's
Polka" sounds very much like an Irish reel or dance and strict attention to the articulations will
aid in creating that style. The staccatos, legatos, and accents make the polka livelier and give it
the proper direction of style.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

Melody
"Red is the Rose" begins in the Trumpet as a step-wise legato melody before adding the
Flute and Oboe and then Clarinet 2. The repeat at measure 22 is played by the low winds and
brass which again gives way to the Flute, Oboe, and Trumpet l. The final phrase is played by
the mid to low winds and brass with the Alto saxophones holding a concert Bb over into the next
section. "Bill Sullivan's Polka" has two distinct melodies. The first melody is given by the
Flutes as a soli then aided by the Oboe, Clarinet l, and Alto Saxophone. It is mostly a downward
motion with emphasis on beat 2 five times. The 2,, melody begins with the Trumpets and then
repeated with the Clarinet 2 and Mallet parts. This melody is a mixture of thirds and fourths
based in Bb Major. The melodies return again with various groupings: Flute/Oboe/Clarinet
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I/Trumpet I, Low Winds/Brass, and Clarinet 2/Trumpet. The ending has an optional sixteenth
run into the final chord as part of the melody or it can be neglected in favor of just sixteenths in
the snare drum.

Harmony
Most of the harmony for this work is presented in simple block chords. The chords are
either held whole or half notes. For "Bill Sullivan's Polka", most of the chords move as
staccato/tenuto quai1ers with a few held notes. There are also melodies that harmonize by
playing a third or fourth above the main melody over the course of the piece. This is seen at
measure 18 of "Red is the Rose" and on the repeat of measure 55 of "Bill Sullivan's Polka. One
harmonic change to note is at measure 31. In the first iteration of "Red is the Rose" at measures

13-14, there is a C minor to Bb7 to Eb. In the second iteration at measures 30-31, there is a C
minor add 6 to Bb sus 2 to Eb7 omit 5. This adds tension to the repeat which is resolved two
measures later, helping to give section a proper ending.

Rhythm
The rhythms for this work are mostly simple consistent with the demands of at the Grade
1.5 level. The "Red is the Rose" section mostly uses whole to quarter notes. The melody has a
few dotted quarter/eighth note pairings. There is one syncopated rhythm at measure JO of the
melody where the upbeat of beat 1 is emphasized and held. The percussion only has two long
rolls, one for snare and one for suspended cymbal.
"Bill Sullivan's Polka" has a wide variety of rhythms with added articulations. There are
a few tied half notes, acting as drones, with most of the melodies in quarters, eighths, and dotted
eighth-sixteenths. In the A section of the song, there is more emphasis placed on beat 2 due to
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the accented dotted eighth. The harmonic rhythms are either accented or staccato but the last
two measure always end with tenuto markings.

Timbre
With the contrasting sections should also come contrasting timbres. "Red is the Rose"
should be played soft, legato, and dolce. The solos should have a warm, dark, and rich sound
which never ends abruptly. "Bill Sullivan's Polka", on the other hand, starts small and ends
large, with changes in the melodic timbre. These include moving the melodic lines from the high
end of instrumentation (measure 39) to the low end (measure 81) and the texture of instruments
(i.e. measure 55 stm1s with fewer instruments but repeats with more). All instruments should
perform with a light and lilting feel, even on phrase endings.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure
SECTION

MEASURES

Intro

l-4

lA

5-21

IB

22-37

Intro
measure

38

2A

39-54

2B

55-62

2A

63-72

Interlude

73-80

2B

81 - 88

SCORING/EVENT
Meter: 4/4
Key: Eb Major
Tempo: Slowly - 80 BPM
Chord entrances staggered over 4 measures
Eb + f min; Bb + Ab
"Red is the Rose"
Tempo: Gently - 100 BPM
Melody: Trumpet, split to Trumpet 1
Add Flute/Oboe at measure 13
Harmony: Starts whole note chords, moves into half notes
Melody: Low Winds and Brass
Switch melody to Flute/Oboe/Trumpet l at measure 30 - apex
of phrase
Fermata at 33 with decrescendo
a tempo meas. 34
Mid-low winds/brass melody
Poco ritard at 36
Cadence: V7 - I
Key Change: Bb Major (established at 47)
Tempo Change: Lively - 116-120 BPM
Intro measure
Dynamic: piano - held over
Clarinets/Alto Sax - Bb drone -held until m. 47
"Bill Sullivan's Polka"
Dynamic: mezzo forte
Melody - Flute soli first run
Meas. 47 - add Oboe/Clarinet 1/Alto Sax
Tenor Sax/Horn - Bb Drone
Dynamic: mezzo forte - held from previous phrase
Melody - Trumpet, add Clarinet 2 2,, time
2x - Harmonic Melody: add Flute/Oboe/Clarinet !/Mallet
Harmony: Staccato notes, Tenuto end of phrase
Melody - Flute/Oboe/Clarinet I/Trumpet l
Dynamic: forte
Repeat
Adel Snare z,, time
Percussion Feature - Snare lead
Dynamic: mezzo forte
2° Melody - Low Winds/Brass
Harmony - mezzo piano
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Clarinet 2 - moving half notes
SD-on rim
2B

89-96

2A

97- l03

Coda

104-111

Dynamic: mezzo forte
Melody - Clarinet 2/frumpet/Mallet
Flute/Oboe - Bb Drone - piano crescendo poco a poco
Dynamic: forte
Melody: Flute/Oboe/Clarinet 1/ Trumpet l
Pyramid build - 4 measures
Held- Bassoon/Bass Cl/Tenor & Bari
Sax/Trombone/Baritone/Tuba
l - Hom/Alto Sax; 2 - Clarinet 2/Trumpet; 3 - Clarinet
1/Trumpet l ; 4 - Flute/Oboe/Mallet
Snare solo - 2 measures
Final - V - I over 2 measures (last chord accented)

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Celtic Air and Dance No. I. arr. Michael Sweeney. Hal Leonard Publishing Demo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlAOy7RL2PY

Celtic Air and Dance No. 2. arr. Michael Sweeney. Hal Leonard Publishing Demo
https://www .youtube.comlwatch ?v=-LMjOV 4tkc Y

Celtic Air and Dance No. 3. arr. Michael Sweeney. Hal Leonard Publishing Demo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch ?v= l UWR Ybfl wB Y

Celtic Air and Dance No. 4. arr. Michael Sweeney. Hal Leonard Publishing Demo.
https://www .youtube.com/watch?v=OmBS-Yd31YU
Londonderry Air (Danny Boy). arr. Jack Bullock. Belwin Music Demo.
https :/lwww.alfred.com/londonderry-air/ p/00-39543/

The Irish Washerwoman (From the Irish Suite). Leroy Anderson. Belwin Music Demo.
https:/lwww .alfrecl.comlthe-irish-washerwoman-from-the-irish-suitelp/00-8318 l/
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Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Ford, Robert. Song Histories. W. Hodge: Glasgow, 1900. Public Domain Digital: Google.
accessed March 1, 20 l 9.
https ://babel .hathitrust.org/cgi/pt ?id=inu .39000005 815985 ;seq=30 l ;page=root; view=image;size
=I00;orient=O
Graves, Alfred Perceval. The Celtic Song Book. Ernest Benn Limited: Great Britain, 1928.\
0 hAllmhurain, Gearoid. A Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music. O'Brien Press, 2012.
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Second Suite in F for Military Band, Op. 28b
Gustav Holst
Edited by Frederick Fennell
Publisher: Ludwig Music Publishing Company
Grade5
Duration: circa 12 minutes

Unit 1: Composer

Gustav Holst was born in Cheltenham, England in 1874. His father, Adolph, was a

_g;>;~_

1:f/i':!

t}

pianist/organist who married a student by the name of Clara, Gustav's mother. His father taught
him music, practicing diligently, and he began composing while in grammar school. By l 7 years
old, he was conducting local village choirs. He studied composition at the Royal College of
Music, where he met his lifelong friend and fellow composer, Ralph Vaughan Williams. After
college, he played trombone in band, theaters, and toured but was not happy and left the
traveling musician life. In 1901, he married Isobel Harrison and found jobs as a music teacher,
settling as director of music at St. Paul's Girl's School in Hammersmith. He held this position
until his death.
Much like his contemporary and friend Ralph Vaughan Williams, he studied folksongs
which would influence his most recognized compositions for band: First Suite in Eb for Military
Band and Second Suite in F for Military Band. A little later, he wrote The Planets, his first-large
scale work for orchestra, in the span of two years which increased his fame in the music world.
In his advanced years, his works fell on deaf ears as many people did not appreciate his later
works. This, however, did not deter Holst from continuing to compose and teach. Sadly, Gustav
Holst died due to surgery complications on May 25, 1934.'

1
Fennell, Frederick, ed. "About the Composer." Guslav Holst's Second Suite in F for Militar_v Band. Lud\.vig
Music Company: Grafton,OH. 2006.
'
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Unit 2: Composition

The Second Suite in F for Military Band, Op. 28b was written in 1911, however was not
performed until 1922 at Royal Albert Hall by the Military School of Music Band, conducted by
Lt. Hector E. Adkins." The suite consists of four movements, containing various folk songs that
Holst studied: I. March (Glorishears (Morris Dance), Swansea Town, Claudy Banks), II. Song
without words ("I'll Love My Love"), III. Song of the Blacksmith (A Blacksmith Courted Me),
and IV. Fantasia on the "Dargason" (Dargason, Greensleeves). The instrumentation is written
for a typical military band bnt has been edited for current instrumentation. The full list also
includes a Solo Clarinet part for movement 2, String Bass, and a part of Percussion 2 is devoted
to Anvil. Of note, the Percussion I part is not Snare Drum and Bass Drum, which is typical, but
rather Snare Drum and Tambourine.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

At the turn of the 20' century, repertoire for bands was made mostly of transcriptions of
orchestral works and marches. Though not as old as some other British marches (i.e. Men of
Harlech) or even American marches by Sousa, the Second Suite in F for Militwy Band is one of
the first major works for band. Richard Franko Goldman, one of American premier band
masters, proclaimed that "the Holst First Suite ... .along with his Second Suite in F Major of
191 l, established an altogether new style of idiomatic band writing and, one might say with all
justice, a new conception of band sounds and of the kind of forethought music most suite to the
perfonning medium ... "" The creation of this work is rooted in Holst's early fascination with

""Second Suite in F." The Wind Repertory Project. Accessed March 2, 2019.
https://www.windrep.org/Second_Suite_in_F
"Frank L. Battisti, The Winds of Change, (Meredith Music Publications: Galesville. MD, 2002), 16.
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folksongs that he learned from Cecil Sharp and Lucy Broadwood." However, no other
information is gleamed as to why he wrote the Second Suite. His daughter, Imogen Holst,
speculates that it is possible is was commissioned for the celebrations of the coronation of
George Vin 191 L• In 1964, Imogen Holst felt responsible about to reimagine her father's work.
With the aid of composer Colin Matthews, they prepared and revised scholarly editions of her
father's works, including Second Suite in F ,Wajor, and compiled A Thematic Catalogue of
Gustav Holst's Music.••

Unit 4: Technical Considerations

The first movement, "March", requires clean and crisp articulation during the
"Glorishears" section. While many sections need to perform with staccato articulation, it
especially prominent in the low brass. The "Claudy Banks" has phrases are four measures in
length. The articulations between slurs should be smoothly clear.
The second movement, "Song without Words" begins with a haunting duet between the
Oboe and Solo Clarinet. The blending of Oboe and Clarinet, playing in F Dorian, is essential in
creating the proper atmosphere. The delicacy of playing of this movement for all instruments is
crucial as all parts are exposed. The harmonic changes should move together and be heard,
especially during the repeat at measure 19 with the arpeggiated eighths. The m1iculations require
a unified consensus in how connected a particular note should be.
The "Song of the Blacksmith" movement is challenging for the background harmonic
line, due to upbeat rhythms and frequent meter changes. The main melody, full of dotted-note

•· Fennell, Frederick, ed. "About the Composer." Gustav Holst's Second Suite in F for Mi!itmy Ba11d. Ludwig
Music Company: Gmfton, OH. 2006.
"Frank L. Battisti, The Winds ofCha11ge, 16.
""Imogen Holst". The Holst Foundation. Accessed May 8, 2019.
http://www.holstfoundation.org/imogen.php
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rhythms found on downbeats, provides contrast to the accompaniment. The staccato versus
tenuto notes assist in lining up both lines.
The character of the "Fantasia on the Dargason" is playful. The "Dargason" theme is
heard throughout the entire movement except for the final 11 measures. This also includes the
sections where "Greensleeves" is layered into the music. During the "In One" sections, clarity of
the downbeat is essential in bringing both 3/4 and 6/8 lines together.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
As Holst was inspired by folk songs he studied, he wrote those melodies into this Second

Suite. As the melodies are meant to be sung or danced to, that same feeling should be made
evident by the musicians.
Movement 1: March
This movement should be played as any other British style march, flowing during the
slurred sections, and light-staccato when not slurred. The euphonium solo should be a direct
contrast to the opening melody and be played expressively and lyrically. The 6/8 section should
blend the styles of the previous folk songs as the melody and articulations lend itself it the
mixture.
Movement 2: Song without Words
The haunting feeling of the solos as mentioned previously should also extend to the
harmonies. Given the character of the movement, the articulation throughout the solos should be
legato. The dynamic expressions of the song move the phrasing of the melodic lines. The given
tenutos should slightly extend their timing as they blend into the next note. As the solo is line
passed between sections at the end, there should be a fluid, natural exchange from high to low
voices.
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Movement 3: Song of the Blacksmith

The opening line, which will become the harmonic background line, should be felt as if
the real blacksmith is plying his trade. Each eighth note should act as the blacksmith's hammer
swinging, even so when the anvil is added later. When the folk song takes over, the background
line should still carry weight. The style focus of the main melody should be on the tenuto notes
being given the proper weight.
Movement 4: Fantasia on the Dargason

As the "Dargason" theme is heard throughout the entire movement, the opening alto
saxophone solo sets up the feeling for the rest of piece. There should be lilting feel to the
melody even when it is passed to the lower instruments. \Vhen "Greensleeves" is layered on top
of "Dargason", it can produce a wonderful sonority.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

Melody
The folk songs utilized throughout the work are as follows:
"Morris Dance" (Glorishears) is a mixolydian mode melody spanning a 9' in range. The original
melody is from Bampton, Oxfordshire in England·· transcribed for a brass band texture.
"Swansea Town" is a simple song in major key with a range of a Hr. Holst set the solo in the
euphonium which has become a predominautly important solo passage for euphonium repertoire.
"Claudy Banks" is in Bb Dorian with a range of an l I• being played as a clarinet/saxophone
passage with a low-mid register tone. "Song without Words", hauntingly given as an
oboe/clarinet duet in the beginning, is in F Dorian mode with a range of 11 ". "Song of the

""Glorishears". The Traditional Tune Archive. Accessed April 20,2019.
https://tunearch .orglwiki/ Annotation:Glorishears_( I)
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Blacksmith", also known as "A Blacksmith Courted Me"", is played in minor with a range of
about an octave melodically. This melody is most played on instruments in the lower register,
except at measure 24. "Dargason" is a Major key "circular" tune with a 9• range. Circular refers
to the fact that it continues without end." The final folk song, "Greensleeves", is a G Dorian
melody with a range of a 10,. The euphonium is the focus but is joined differently both times,
first with one clarinet and one cornet, and next in a brass band setting.

Harmony
Movement 1: March

The first two folk songs are presented in F Major, while the third is in Bb min. This is
similar to many marches with the change that the trio section is in minor instead of the major of
the subdominant key. Most of the harmonic lines moves either as block chords or in tandem
with the melody. "Swansea Town" has quarter note block chords moving to half note blocks.
Movement 2: Song without Words

Though the key signature is indicative of F minor, the melody is rooted in F Dorian. The
harmony is scored in block chords with an exception occurring at measure 18 as a passing eighth
note figure provides an arpeggio. The arpeggios will repeat until measure 32, then become the
closing passing solo theme.
Movement 3: Song of the Blacksmith

Set in F Major, with a D major chord ending the whole movement. This is a unique
ending as being the parallel major of the relative minor (an opposing callback to the first

" "Second Suite in F." The Wind Repertory Project.
" "Dargason". The Traditional Tune Archive, Accessed April 20,2019.
https://tunearch ,org/wiki/ Annotation: Dargason
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movement) and leads into final movement with a solid burst of open finality. There are a few
sections of block half note chords but most of the harmony comes from the background line.
Movement 4: Fantasia on the Dargason

The final movement is in the key of F Major. As the melody line plays on, the harmony
takes on a number of changes from simple to complex. For example, in the J· repeat, there are
chordal resolves from measure to measure. In the 5• iteration, there is a chromatic scale growing
into the 6° repeat and is repeated again at measure 121. During the "Greensleeves" sections,
simple block chords are brought in to add to both melody lines.

Rhythm
Movement l: March

The pulse of the first movement is always duple meter, whether in 2/2 or in 6/8. In 2/2,
notes range from half to eighth. The rhythms are generally simple and on the downbeat. In 6/8,
notes range from dotted quarters to quarter eighth pairings and triplet eighths.
Movement 2: Song without Words

"Song without Words" is in 4/4 throughout the movement with notes ranging from whole
note to eighth note. Although performed at a slow tempo, a unique feature of the movement are
the passing eighth notes that exist outside the melodic line.
Movement 3: Song of the Blacksmith

This movement contains very consistent meter changes between 4/4 and 3/4. The
accented upbeats make this piece rhythmically interesting. Notes range from half notes to thirtysecond notes. The harmony lines carry a number of background rhythms that present appropriate
challenge at the graded level of difficulty.
Movement 4: Fantasia on the Dargason
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Felt mostly in 6/8, this movement is more dance-like. The meter has two changes but for
certain instruments only. The first time is for the Clarinet l , Cornet I , and Euphonium and the
second change for Cornets, Trumpets, Horns, and Euphonium. The 3/4 sections for
"Greensleeves" and 2/4 for the Tuba at the coda. Though these small meter changes create a
small rhythmic juxtaposition, especially the Piccolo (moving in 6/8) and the Tuba (moving in
2/4).

Timbre
The timbre of the complete work should have a rich quality in the sound, focusing mostly
on the highs and lows. For example, the "March" contains lows (tight and staccato sound)
starting with the brass melody at measure 3 and followed by highs (soft and whimsical sound)
with the woodwind interlude at measure 19. The second movement has a mellow yet shadowy
quality with a pleading unison duet between the Oboe and Clarinet. The "Song of the
Blacksmith" should have a firm and crisp feeling. Most of the music tends to the lower range of
instrumentation, giving a warmer tone indicative of a blacksmith's metal heated up. The final
movement consistently moves the timbre from low to high, mixing different instrument groups
creating very playful sounds, with the Piccolo/Tuba duet being the best example.

J
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION

MEASURES

Intro

1-2

IA

3 - 18

lB

19- 26

IA

27-46

2

47- 78

2

79 - I IO

Trio
Intro
Measure

11 l

Trio

112-135

Trio

136 - 159

160- 269

Movement 1; March
SCORING/EVENT
Open Tonality: F Major
Meter: 2/2
Tempo: Allegro
Euphonium/Tuba call - Flute/Piccolo/Oboe/Clarinets answer
F Major scale
G/orishears (Morris Dance)
Dynamic: forte
Melody: Cornet 1 soli to measure lO
- Add Upper Woodwinds at l1
Tutti band at 11
Woodwind development section
Add horn to harmony with Low Clarinet and Saxophones
Restatement
Ending changes with chords and feeling into next song
Swansea Town
Dynamic: mezzo forte / piano
Euphonium solo - moving lyrical
Harmony: downbeat chords - Horn 12/Trombonesffuba/String Bass
Swansea Town restatement
Tutti Band
Dynamic: fortissimo
Melody: Upper Woodwinds/Brass+ Trombone l
Harmony: held chords
Meter: 6/8
Key Change: Bb minor
Introduction measure to modulate to Bb minor
Tutti Band fortissimo chord
C/audy Banks
Dynamic: mezzo fo1te
Melody: Clarinets/Saxophones
Molto legato style
Short Cornet/Trumpet interjection at l 28
Claudy Banks restatement
Tutti Band
Dynamic: pianissimo
Melody: Woodwinds/Euphonium
Crescendo from 148 to fortissimo at 152
Repeat
In original form, this is a D.C. al fine.
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Mgvement 2: :fong without W2r1fa - "I'll Love M)' Love"
SECTION MEASIJRES
SCORING/EVENT
Intro

1-2

Verse l

3-18

Verse 2

19 - 32

Coda

33 - 37

Meter: 3/4
Key: Fminor
Tempo: Andante
Dynamic: pianissimo
Chords held for 3 beats, hit on beats I and 3
Melody: Solo - Oboe/Solo Clarinet
Dynamic: piano (solo)
Add Flute/Piccolo at measure 13
Harmony: continue from introduction
Repeat of melody
Dynamic: pianissimo (melody)
Melody: Flute/Oboe/Solo Clarinet/Cornet l
Harmonic Eighths- Clarinet 1-3/Alto-Bass
Clarinet/Bassoon/Euphonium
Ad libitum at measure 31 to fermata at 32
Passing solos (mostly scalar) - Clarinet 2 - Solo Clarinet - Alto
Saxophone - Euphonium - Tuba

Movem1mt 3: S2ng Qf tlie Blacks1nitl:!
SECTION MEASURES
SCORING/EVENT
Intro

1-6

Verse l

7- 10

Verse 1B

11 - 14

Verse 2

15-23

Verse l

24- 31

32-33

Key: FMajor
Tempo: Moderato e maestoso
Meter: switches 3/4 and 4/4 each measure
Dynamic: fortissimo
Background line - Staccato, accented upbeats (Brass)
Diminuendo measure 5 into 6
Melody: Oboe/Clarinets/Saxophones/Horns
Dynamic: forte (melody)
Background line continues (piano)
Solo: Clarinet 2/Cornet 2 (mezzo forte)
Change harmony to held chords for 2 measures, return to
background line
Dynamic: piano
Solo Melody: Cornet l
Background in brass, add woodwinds at measure 19
Stretch measure 23 into repeat of Verse l
Tutti Band repeat of Verse I
Dynamic: fortississimo
Reestablish background line + Anvil
Tutti rhythm on F
Final Chord - D Major (fermata)
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Movem~nt 4: Fantasia !.lll the "U.irgason"
SECTION MEASllRES
SCORING/EVE~T
A

I - 16

A

l7 -40

A

41 -56

B

57-88

Vargason
Meter: 6/8
Dynamic: piano
Solo Melody: Alto Saxophone: Vargason
Clarinet Solo Melody at 9 -Alto harmony
Tutti Clarinet l Melody continue
Harmony at 17 - chords
Vargason at 25 - All Clarinets/Alto & Tenor
Saxophone/Bassoon - continue to 40
Harmony - piano with crescendo - more complex chords at 33
Tutti crescendo to 40
Dynamic: forte
Tutti Band
Vargason - Upper Woodwinds/Brass
- at 49 - Flute/Piccolo/Oboe/Eb Clarinet/Clarinet l
Dargason continues in various upper Woodwinds

Greensleeves

A

89- 120

A

121 - 144

B

145 - 176

Meter Change: 3/4
Euphonium/Clarinet !/Cornet l - order of entrance
Le_gato style melody
Meter: all 6/8
Dargason - Mid to Low Woodwinds: Dynamic: piano
- at 97 - Cornets/Trumpets - Harmony Trombones: Dynamic:
forte
- at 104 - Upper Woodwinds and Brass
- at 113 - Low Woodwinds and Brass
Dynamic: piano/pianissimo
Dargason - Clarinets/Saxophones
- 129 - Upper Woodwinds and Comet 1
- 137 - Cornets
Chromatic scale upwards - staits with low woodwinds and brass
Tutti crescendo 129 - 137
Vargason continues in upper Woodwinds

Greensleeves

A

177 - 200

Coda

201-211

Meter Change: 3/4
Cornets/Trumpets/Horns/Euphonium
Meter: all 6/8
Dargason - Alto Saxophone solo with Clarinet 2-3
- at 185 - Soto Euphonium
- at 193 - Soto Tuba
Solo Tuba in 2/4 - call
Solo Piccolo in 6/8 - answer
Comet/Trumpet - mute chords; Final chord tutti
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*This score is the edited Frederick Fennell version and has some minor differences in the
scoring than other versions.
Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Second Suite in F for Military Band. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor.
Mercury 289 462 960-2. 1999.
Second Suite in F for Militmy Band. North Texas Wind Symphony, Eugene Corporon,
conductor. Klavier B000CNE0Z6. 2005.
First Suite in Eb for Military Band. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell, conductor.
Mercury 289 462 960-2. 1999.
English Folk Song Suite. Ralph Vaughan Williams. Eastman Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell,
conductor. Poly gram 462960. 1999
Lincolnshire Posy. Percy Grainger. University of Southern California Thornton Wind
Ensemble, H. Robert Reynolds, conductor. 2012.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources

Belser, Robert. "Second Suite in F for Military Band." Teaching Music Through Performance
in Band Vol. 1, Second Edition. GIA Publications, Inc. Chicago, IL, 20IO.
Fennell, Frederick, ed. Gustav Holst's Second Suite in F for Military Band. Ludwig Music
Company: Grafton, OH. 2006.
Holst, Imogen. The Music of Gustav Holst and Holst's }ilusic Reconsidered, 3° ed., rev. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1986.
Rapp William. The Wind Band Masterworks of Holst, Vaughan Williams, and Grainger.
Meredith Music, 2005.
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Veni, Veni (0 Come, 0 Come, Enunanuel)
arr. Chip Davis
adapted by Robe1t Longfield
Publisher: Hal Leonard Corporation
Grade 3
Duration: 4: l l

Unit 1: Composer
Chip Davis, born Louis Davis, Jr., was born on September 5, 1947 in Sylvania, Ohio. He
came from a musical home; his father was a high school music teacher and his grandmother
taught Chip piano. He went on to study music from the University of Michigan, becoming
skilled as a bassoonist and percussionist. After teaching music for some time, he left education
and worked as a jingle writer for an advertising agency in Omaha, Nebraska. During his tenure,
he helped write an ad with Bill Fries for The Old Home Bread Company. This series of
commercials became very popular to the point that the two negotiated a record deal. With the
money he made, he left the jingle business and produced his first album, "Fresh Aire", as a oneman-band name Mannheim Steamroller. However, he had issues finding a label to sell the
album. Davis alleviated the problem by starting his own record label, American Gramaphone.
After learning the music industry and hiring new musicians, he produced more "Fresh Aire"
albums. Davis experienced financial success through album sales, and artistic appreciation
through receiving a Grammy Award in 1991 for Best New Age Album. In 1984, he decided to
produce a Christmas album with the band, which became immensely popular through Top 40
radio stations and five million copies of the album being purchased. Mannheim Steamroller has
produced more songs, albums, and plays concert tours, with Chip Davis, who continues to front
the band.~

"' "About Chip". Mannheim Steamroller Official Website. Accessed February 2.2019.
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Unit 2: Composition

The original version of this piece was made famous by the electric band Mannheim
Steamroller and was arranged by the creator of the group, Chip Davis. The original recording
includes a chorus, keyboards, percussion, strings, harp, flute, and MIDI sounds.• This
arrangement for concert band was adapted from the original by Robert Longfield. The
instrumentation for the piece is for traditional concert band with three Clarinet and Trumpet parts
and percussion that includes Chimes, Wind chimes, and Orchestra Bells.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

"0 Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel" is the basis of the main melody for this work. The
theme comes from the monasteries around the 8· century. The hymn is in Latin, written "Yeni,
Veni, Emmanuel", and was sung seven clays before Christmas as part of the "O antiphons".
These seven antiphons were created to focus the mind in preparation for the Christmas season,
with "O Emmanuel" being the last one. The hymn, "Veni, Yeni Emmanuel", was metrically
composed in the 12• century and was translated in the 19• century by John Mason Neale. The
text refers to the Old Testament prophets foretelling the coming of the Messiah."
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

One of the prevalent features of the work is the use of multi-meter. The work makes use
of several basic, compound, and odd meters that switch at various points in an effort to convey
the chant-like quality of the melody. Due to the various meter changes, correct counting is

www .mannheimsteamroHer.com/about ~chip
• "Fresh Aire Christmas 1988", Album Credits. Allmusic.com, Accessed February 27, 2019,
https://www .allmusic.com/al bum/fresh-aire-christmas- l 988-mw0000652850
" Hawn, C. Michael, D.M.A, F.H.S. History of Hvmns: "O Come, 0 Come, Emmanuel", Discipleship Ministries,
The United Methodist Church. Accessed March 20, 2019,
https://www ,u mcdiscipleship.org/resources/history-of-hymns-o-come-o-come-emmanuel
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essential for entrances and long tied notes. The Bassoon/Baritoneffenor Saxophone Solo
sections, though in unison, require good aural skills to keep in tune and a deep, rich tone to
evoke an impression of chant.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The original recording of this work includes two elements not present in this band
arrangement: electronic MIDI sounds and a chorus. The soft and delicate tone of the original can
be used as an example of how a band should play the mnsic and how the chorus parts should
work, including the solo sections. The solo sections are meant to mimic actual Gregorian Chant,
so the instrument combination should attempt to do the same.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

Melody
The melody of this work is an adaptation of the original chant. The theme is broken
down into three main phrases: Phrase l, Phrase 2, and the Refrain. Each iteration either is
solo/soli for Baritone/Bassoon (with Tenor Saxophone cues) or uses various groupings of
instruments, usually with clarinet in the mixture. The solo/soli sections bookend the work and
present the melody in a more traditional setting with the addition of 3/4 and 5/4 measures, to
extend the end-phrase holds longer. After the beginning solo, the melody passes to the clarinets
and alto saxophones, but with harmonic motion underneath. Measure 27 presents a melodic
change by adding a short eighth note passage to embellish the melody. The use of 12/8 meter
add a new layer of complexity to the theme with the addition of duple eighth notes and extended
melodic phrase endings.
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Harmony
Although the key would indicate D minor, the sound lends more to G Dorian as the
original tune is open mode. Most of the chordal movement consists of half or whole notes. The
notable exception in the first half of the piece is in measure 40. After the augmentation of the
homophonic motion in melody and harmony, there are hannonic staggered entrances adding to
the final chord of that section.
In the 12/8 section, held chords exist in the low brass but there are arpeggiated chords on
beats l and 3 and finished on beats 2 and 4, providing further harmonic motion. As more
instruments are added, they either join the melody, the held harmony, or the arpeggiated
harmony. The end of the piece contains a Picardy ending. While the solo has no chordal
progression, the overall minor feeling of the piece is changed with the Picardy ending to a G
Major chord in the Trombones and Horns.

Rhythm
The notes range from eighth notes to whole notes, or triple eighth notes and dotted whole
notes when in 12/8. In the simple meter sections, most of the notes move either in quarters
(melody) or half notes (haimony). The quarter note melody motion is indicative of the original
chant. An unusual change occurs in measure 27, in 3/4, in which the melody has an
ornamentation of eighth notes descending via a second and then a third.
The 12/8 Section augments the melodic rhythmic motion so that it properly fits into the
meter. This includes duple eighth notes at the end of the thematic phrases which leads into the
harmonic phrase interlude. The duple eighth notes also assist in finishing the melody. In
measures 64 and 68, there is a hemiola feeling between varying groups, one group (Bassoon/Low
Clarinets/Saxophones/Horns) playing quarters against the others staying in the 12/8 dotted
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quarter feel. The final solo section goes back to common time to the refrain phrase of "Veni,
Veni, Emmanuel" and leads into the chords.

Timbre
The overall timbre is meant to be somber and plaintive. The lyrics of the 01iginal chant
suggest the anticipation of waiting for hope, which is mirrored in the piece with the darker
texture of the melody played by clarinet and alto saxophone. The harmony in the low winds and
brass also suggest this as well. The 12/8 section becomes a little lighter in mood with the
arpeggiated chords and as more of the higher octaves are added. The interludes add to the
anticipation by extending the phrase. The return to the melodic chant at measure 70 returns to
the sullen timbre from the beginning, but the Picardy ending adds a glimmer of hope at the end.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION MEASURES
IA

I- 8

IB

9-17

IA'

18-25

lB'

26-33

IC

34-42

Intro

43-44

2A

43-52

2A'

53-60

SCORING/EY:ENT
Tempo: Freely (a la Gregorian Chant) (BPM 104)
Key: Dminor
Meter: 4/4
Dynamic: mezzo forte, cantabile
Anacrusis: 1 quarter
Solo/soli: Baritone/Bassoon (cue in Tenor Sax)
Main theme interspersed with two 5/4 measures and chimes on
hold during solo (also on hold with anacrusis on beat 5)
Continue solo/soli
Meter: 4/4 includes 3/4 and 5/4 measures
Meas. 17 - three beats of silence
Dynamic: mezzo piano
Melody: Clarinet 1/Alto Sax l
Harmony: legato, chordal motion - mid-low woodwinds/brass
Chimes - play during holds (no 5/4)
Same instruments as 1A'
Melody- meas. 27 - 3/4 eighth note motion
Hannony - has more motion in some measures
Meas. 33 - Chime hold on beat 3 (empty for winds)
Refrain Melody: Flute/Oboe/Clarinet I/ Alto Sax I
Harmony: continue same
Add one 6/4 measure to lengthen end of melody
Meas. 40 - pyramid build beats I through 3 with hold (Bb7+6/C)
Wind chimes into new section
Tempo: Slower (BPM 64 - dotted quarter)
Meter: 12/8
Dynamic: mezzo forte
Meas. 43-44 introduction in new meter
Harmony - Arpeggiated chords
Beat l & 3 - Bassoon/Bass Clarinet/Bari. Sax
Beat 2 & 4 - Alto Sax
Dotted Half Chords - Baritone/Tuba
Melody: Clarinet I & 2/Horn
Anacrusis from measure 44 - dotted quarter
Melody augmented for I 2/8 meter
Each end of phrase has crescendo to forte, melodic interlude
instead of holds, decrescendo
Dynamic: forte
Melody: Add Flute/Oboe/Clarinet 2,3/Trumpets
Continue with interludes at end of phrases
Crescendo into meas. 6 I
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2B

61-69

JC

70-80

Coda

81 - 83

Dynamic: forte
Melody: Clarinets/Trumpets
Continue with interludes at end of phrases
Full Band - meas. 65
Final interlude - antiphonal pass-offs ending with large triplet
into measure 69, decrescendo
Solo/soli - Baritone/Bassoon (Tenor Sax)
Refrain melody
Dynamic: mezzo forte
Ritard - meas. 79- 80 - decrescendo
Fermata chords - dictated Horn/Trombones/Tuba (cues
Trumpets)
Dynamic: mezzo piano
G Major chords - Picardy Third

Unit 8: Suggested Listening

Veni, Veni (0 Come, 0 Come Emmanuel). Hal Leonard Concert Band.
https://www .youtube.com/watch ?v=g_N!L9m l iil&list=RDg_NlL9m I iil&start_radio= l

Veni, Veni (0 Come, 0 Come Emmanuel). Chip Davis. Mannheim Steamroller. A Fresh Aire
Christmas. American Gramaphone, AGCD-1988.

Veni, Veni Emmanuel. Arr Philip Lawson. The Gesualdo Six, Owain Park, conductor.
https://www .youtube.com/watch ?v=MSRocN I dTrM

0 Come, 0 Come Emmanuel. Joan Baez. "Noel". Vanguard Records, VMD-79230.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Chandler, Michael. The Life and Work of John Mason Neale: 1818-1866. Fowler Wright Books
Ltd, 1995. ISBN: 0852443056.
Hope and Life Press. The '0' Antiphons: Latin and English with Gregorian Chant, Old Hymnary

and Scripture References. Panormi Books, 2017. ISBN: 9780692695128
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Chester (Overture for Band)
William Schuman
Publisher: Theodore Presser
Grade 5
Duration: circa 6 minutes

Unit 1: Composer
William Howard Schuman was born on August 4, 1910, in the Bronx, New York City.
He was the second child of Samuel and Rachel Schuman. He studied violin as a child and went
on to play other instruments. He was a part of his school's jazz band, school orchestra, and also
played for his family.
He entered New York University's School of Commerce in 1928. He suddenly dropped
out of business school to pursue classical composition in 1930 after attending a concert by the
New York Philharmonic for the first time in his life. He began studying with Max Persin and
Charles Haubiel. In 1935, he graduated from Teachers College of Columbia University with a
B.S. in Music Education. He taught at Sarah Lawrence College until 1944 when he was fully
hired as the Director of Publications for G. Schrimer, Inc., a music publishing company. In
1945, he was offered the Presidency of The Julliard School which he accepted but continued to
work for G. Schrimer as a consultant and still maintained his status as a composer. Iu 1962, he
was named President of Lincoln Center, which at the time was still being built. Schuman went
on to create the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center and the Film Society of Lincoln
Center. A hemi attack caused him to end his term and he agreed to be named President Emeritus
in 1969.
As a composer, Schuman would write for many ensembles, most notably orchestra (New

England Triptych), band (Chester and arranging Ives' Variations on "America"), and choir
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(Mail Order Madrigals)." In 1943, he was the first Pulitzer Prize winner for music in the

award's inaugural year. Schuman shared a love of wind band music with contemporaries such as
Vincent Persichetti and Peter Mennin." He died in 1992, leaving behind a legacy of American
music.
Unit 2: Composition
Chester: Overture for Band came out of the third movement of his 1956 orchestral work,
New England Triptych. The full work is three movements, each based upon a different song

written by William Billings ( 1746 - 1800). The band version of Chester was unlike his
orchestral version as he revised and expanded upon the development of the theme for band. The
band arrangement was written on a commission from the Alpha Chapter of Pi Kappa Omicron at
the University of Louisville, who had also commissioned Vincent Persichetti's Psalm for Band."'
Unit 3: Historical Perspective

William Billings is considered the first American composer of choral music from Boston,
Massachusetts. Though a tanner by trade, he was a self-taught musician and was a friend of Paul
Revere, who designed the illustration for Billings' first collection of music published in 1770,
"The New England Psalm-Singer."" He would organize school singings in the New England
area and composed songs for them as well. His songs were in high demand as the tensions with
England were high due to the burgeoning Revolution and the colonists enjoyed having music

'' Schuman, William. "About the Composer." Theodore Presser Company. Accessed February 3, 2019
https://www.presser.com/composer/ schuman-william/
" "Chester by William Schuman". Wind Band Literature. Accessed Febrnary 3, 2019.
http://windliternture.org/20 l 2/ 12110/chester-by-william-schumanl
"Swayne, Steve. Orpheus in Manhattan: William Schuman and the Shaping of America's Music Life. Oxford

Press: Google Books. Pg. 297.
https://books.google.com/books?isbn=0 J99367841
-- The Music of William Billings. Amaranth Publishing. Accessed March 3, 2019.
http://www.amaranthpublishing.com/billings.htm
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they could call "Americau". Schuman wrote of the original version of Chester: "Chester was so
popular that it was sung throughout the colonies from Vermont to South Carolina. It became the
song of the American Revolution, sung around the campfires of the Continental Army and
played by fifers on the march.""
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
There are quite a few technical considerations for this work. The first is that this piece
does not indicate a definitive key signature. Schuman chose to write this piece without a defined
key signature to have the ability to randomly change key without the need to identify it in the
parts and utilize polytonality (multiple tonal centers) in many sections. There are instances of
sections being in two keys at the same time such as Variation 2 which employs Eb & Ab major
simultaneously.
Other technical aspects to consider include the tempo, the accidentals, the difficulty of
eighth-sixteenth passages, and the emphasis on off-beats. The fast section includes sufficient
challenges including eighth and sixteenth note passages at a tempo marking Subito Allegro Vivo.
These same passages include a number of accidentals that add additional complexity to the
section. Finally, the development sections contain many timed offbeat moments which can add
intricacy and challenge.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The overall style of this work is a mid-twentieth century, arching theme and variation
form utilizing polytonality, dissonance, and rhythmic transformation. An important aspect of the
work is the concept of accenting contrasts, which includes texture and timbre changes, dynamic

""Chester by William Schuman". Wind Band Literature. Accessed February 3. 2019.
http://wi ndliterature .org/20 12112110/chester-by-wi lliam-schuman/

[
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and articulation contrasts, and musical expression. Chester was composed during an era of wind
band music when the sound was just evolving. This change was marked by a vastly different
style of harmonic progressions and sonorities, including but not limited to polytonality, atonality,
consistent modulations, and antiphonal variety. The melodic component in the variations is in a
constant state of fluctuation as the piece progresses but the original hymn is heard. The change
in dynamics and articulations are essential in the constant motion of the work. The transitions
from section to section enable the flow of the development.
Unit 6: Musical Elements

Melody
The original melody is heard in full twice during the Religioso section. The first time is
played by the woodwinds at a dynamic of piano in legato style. The second time the theme is
heard as a legato forte brass chorale. The ending of the second strain changes, however, to
elongate the section and end on the ii of Eb with a decrescendo to prepare for the Allegro vivo.
During the progression of the rest of the work, the hymn theme is given in five variations. Each
variation of the theme either changes the key, in some cases multiple times during the stay of the
variation, and/or changes the rhythm with various diminutions and augmentations. During the
course of these variations, Schuman also has lengthened the theme with extra developments of
various motives and phrases.

Hannony
Though there is no given key signature, there are multiple tonal centers and keys that
Schuman uses throughout Chester. The hymn section is in two keys, though not simultaneously.
The woodwind opening is in G major but changes through a pivot chord to the brass entrance in
Eb major. During the progression of the Allegro section, many keys are heard, and many
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happening at the same time. The first variation gives the theme in G major while the harmonic
brass chords are given as a C major cluster chord. The first variation development section has
the band playing in homo-rhythmic style through the second variation's development. The third
variation has the woodwinds playing melody in thirds with the mid to low brass starting in E
minor then moving chromatically downwards. In measure 166, the same harmonic instruments
are joined by low woodwinds with a moving ascending quarter note line into the final phrase of
the theme. The fourth variation see the return of the homo-rhythmic harmonic motion passing to
various groupings. Measure l 97 brings back a harmonic motion similar to Variation three and
with the same instruments but in a defined key of Bb minor until measure 203. The fifth
variation begins with cornet melody and trombone-euphonium haimonic motion similar to the
melodic line but changes to full chordal motion in the augmentation section. The Coda contains
two plagal cadences, one in measures 239-240 and 243-244, both set about by the mid-low brass
section and low woodwinds.

Rhythm
The range of notes varies from held whole notes to short sixteenth notes. Schuman uses
the entirety of the original theme for each of the variations, with given rhythmic augmentations
and diminutions. The first variation uses rhythmic diminution for the melodic line, but it sounds
similar to the original at an allegro tempo. The development material after the main theme is
given utilizes the final phrase as the basis of the section, creating antiphonal rhythmic variations.
The second variation continues the diminution but goes farther in so making the melodic line
staccato eighth notes. From measures 123 to 132, however, Schuman creates a juxtaposing
segment by augmenting the third phrase of the melodic line before returning to the staccato
eighths. The third variation is similar to the first variation but less angular in in the diminution
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of the prime melody. The fourth variation is similar to the rhythms of variation two but does
contain a meter change which changes the development of the second half of the theme. The
fifth variation begins with the theme in its original rhythm but then moves into a large
augmentation of the third phrase of the melody before moving in to the Coda, which moves
quickly through the final phrase into the ending material.

Timbre
The overall texture of the piece is thick, full and heterophonic. The antiphonal sections
set apart from the full texture with most of these sections played by small woodwind or brass
gronpings. Schuman utilizes a wide variety of timbres and textures to help express the form and
contrasts of the composition. For example, the characteristics of the opening two statements are
distinguished by contrasting timbres of woodwind versus brasswind, in addition to dynamics and
harmony. This becomes the basis for many of the contrasting timbre groups, which help to
characterize the motivic development in the variations.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

SECTION
Theme

MEASURES
I - 16

17 - 32

33- 37

Allegro
Intro

38-45

Variation 1

46-61

Var. IA

66- JOO

Variation 2

IOI - 120

Var. 2 A

120-144

SCORING/EYE!"lT
Key: No Signature - Opens in G Major
Meter: 4/4
Tempo: Religioso (72 BPM)
Dynamic: piano - dolce legato
Main Theme
Woodwind setting
Melody: Flute/Oboe I/Clarinet 1/Alto Sax I
4 bar phrases
Main Theme repeats
Brass setting
Key: Eb Major
Dynamics: forte - subito legato
Add timpani rolls to accent cadences
Crescendo into meas. 32 - fortississimo with decrescendo (set
up for winds)
Woodwind reentry - final phrase of theme
- Stays in Eb
Change to low winds and brass to end section
Ends on F (ii in Eb) - cesura
Meter Change: 2/4
Tempo: Subito Allegro vivo (160 BPM)
Key: Tone Cluster (C major scale)
Dynamic: Fortississimo - diminuendo at meas. 43 to mezzo
forte
Low Wind and Full Brass rhvthmic hits with Snare rim shots
Melody: Upper Woodwinds - in G Major
Dynamic: forte
Melodic diminution in rhythm
Tone clusters continue until meas. 58
Meas. 62 - 65 - Rhythmic pass off of final melodic notes
between upper winds and low brass
Development section - uses same phrase as meas. 62
Rhythms change in line with harmonic movement
Continue antiphonal pass off - groupings of instruments
change
Low Winds and Brass
Key: Bichordal Harmonic progression: Eb/ Db
Melody in Eb Major
Melody/Harmony played as broken chords in eighths - on
and off beat (diminution)
Development section
123 - 133 - augmentation of theme - woodwinds/trombones
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Variation 3

145 - 170

Variation 4

171-212

Variation 5

213 - 219

220-227

Coda

228-242

243-249

133 - 144-continuation of development with Variation 2
rhythm
Meas. 138 - fortissimo Brass pyramid build
Meter Change: 4/4
Meas. 145 - intro measure into new Variation
Variation 3 starts meas. 146
Tempo: Flowing (quarter remains the same)
Rhythm - similar to original theme - slightly diminished
Melody: Upper and Mid Woodwinds - in thirds
Dynamic: mezzo forte - dolce cantabile
Key: Bitonal (melody mostly in C major)
Chromatic harmony - half notes - Brass (mid-low)
Dynamic: mezzo forte - legato, mellow
meas. 16 I - Cornet/Trumpet - mute melody; piano subito
with crescendo into 165
Meter Change: 2/4 (tempo stays the same)
Melody: Brass
Dynamic: piano
Key: Bitonal - Gb / Db
Rhythmically similar to Variation II
Add mid-low Woodwinds - meas. 177
Antiphonal section - meas. 185 - 195 - Clarinets/Cornet
Meter Change: 4/4 - meas. I 95
Fortissimo Brass
Meas. 203 - band tutti eighth notes in rhythm - continues
variation of melody - piano dynamic
Crescendo in beat 2 & of meas. 209 - fortissimo
Meas. 212 - mid-low Brass key change into next variation
with decrescendo
Melody in original rhythm
Melody: Cornet
Harmony: Mid-low Brass
Key: starts in C, moves to Db
Add Snare Drum driving rhythm
Melody in augmented rhythm
Dynamic: piano, legato, dolce espressivo
Add full band meas. 223 - crescendo into meas. 228
Tutti Band
Dynamic: fortississmo
Meas. 228 - final phrase of main theme short and staccato
Meas. 229 - 231 - same phrase, augmented
Plagal Cadence - meas. 239- 240 (Gb- Db)
Plagal Cadence - meas. 243 - 244 (Gb- Db)
Snare Drum and Timpani duet - meas. 244 - 247
Band - Tutti chords - Db Major
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Chester Overture for Band. Keystone Wind Ensemble, Jack Stamp, conductor. Klavier Records
11155. 2005.
Chester Overture for Band. Cincinnati College-Conservatory Wind Symphony, Eugene
Migliaro Corporon, conductor. Klavier Records 11048. 1993.
New England Triptych. St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin, conductor. Sony
19075816372. 2018.
American Salute. Morton Gould. The Goldman Band, Richard Franko Goldman, conductor.
EM! Classics 67641. 200 I.
Fanfare and Allegro. Clifton Williams. Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Frederick
Fennell, conductor. Mercury SRI 75094. 2005.
Canzana. Peter Mennin. Rutgers Wind Ensemble, \Villiam Berz, conductor. Mark Records
2291. 1997.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Brown. M. R. (1993). Conducting Schuman's Chester Overture. The Instrumentalist, 48(4), 2930, 32, 34, 36.
Creasap, S. & Schueller, R. C. (1998). Chester Overture for Band, William Schuman. In R. Miles
(Ed.), Teaching Music Through Petformance in Band (Vol. 2, pp. 431-436). Chicago, GIA
Publications.
McKay, David and Crawford, Richard. William Billings of Boston: Eighteenth-Century
Composer. Princeton University Press, 1975.
Swayne, Steve. Orpheus in Manhattan: William Schuman and the Shaping of America's Music
Life. Oxford University Press, 2011.
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